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I .  Siddhasena Gaˆi’s È¥kå 
 
1. Of the commentaries to be studied this is by far the most recent one. It comments 
on the Tattvårtha SËtra and the Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya, and therefore postdates 
both. More helpful information for determining its date consists in the mention of 
Dharmak¥rti and his Pramåˆavinißcaya in the commentary on TS 5.31 (I, p. 397). 
Dharmak¥rti lived in the seventh century at the latest (about 600-660 A.D. according to 
Frauwallner 1961: 137f.; Lindtner 1980 argues for ca. 530-600). Siddhasena Gaˆi lived 
after this. 
 He appears to be referred to under the name ‘Gandhahastin’ in Í¥lå∫ka’s 
commentary on the Ócårå∫ga SËtra (p. 1 and 55 [82]), because ‘Gandhahastin’ is used 
as a name of Siddhasena Gaˆi in several works (Sukhlal 1974: Intr. p. 55 f.). Í¥lå∫ka 
wrote in the middle of the 9th century or soon after that (Kapadia 1941: 197). 
Siddhasena Gaˆi wrote before this. 
 A further specification of Siddhasena Gaˆi’s date is possible, as follows. The 
Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya on sËtra 9.22 explains the word pråyaßcitta ‘atonement’ and 
makes in that connection the following observation (II, p. 254):  
 
cit¥ sañjñånavißuddhyo˙ dhåtu˙ | tasya cittam iti bhavati ni∑†håntam auˆådikaµ 
ca | “The root is ‘citÁ in [the senses] “ideation” and “purification”’. Citta is its 
[derivative], ending in the suffix of the past participle (viz., -ta) and belonging to 
the words derived with an Uˆådi suffix”. 
 
Siddhasena Gaˆi comments:  
 
cit¥ sañjñånavißuddhyor dhåtur ityådi | bh¥masenåt parato ’nyair vaiyåkaraˆair 
arthadvaye pa†hito dhåtu˙ sañjñåne vißuddhau ca | iha vißuddhyarthasya saha 
                                                
* I am obliged to the Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of Pure Research (Z.W.O.) for 
financial assistance. 
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sañjñånena grahaˆam | athavånekårthå dhåtava iti sañjñåne pa†hito vißuddhåv 
api vartate | bhå∑yak®tå copayujyamånam evårtham abhisandhåya vißuddhir api 
pa†hitå | tasya cittam iti rËpaµ bhavati ni∑†håntam auˆådikaµ ca cetat¥ti cittaµ 
vißudhyat¥ty artha˙ | 
“‘citÁ in [the senses] “ideation” and “purification”’ etc. After Bh¥masena this 
root has been read by other gram[156]marians in two meanings, ‘ideation’ and 
‘purification’. Here the meaning ‘purification’ has been accepted together with 
‘ideation’. Or, since roots have many meanings, [this root,] though read in [the 
sense] ‘ideation’, also has [the sense] ‘purification’. And the author of the 
Bhå∑ya, merely in view of the proper meaning [to be expressed by pråyaßcitta], 
reads also ‘purification’. The form citta is its [derivative], ending in the suffix on 
the past participle and belonging to the words derived with an Uˆådi suffix. 
Citta [is therefore so called] because it is derived from cit in the sense that it 
purifies”. 
 
The first thing to be noted is that Siddhasena Gaˆi offers two different solutions for 
what he considers problematic. This means that he is not certain about either of the two 
solutions. 
 His problem is that the Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya mentions the root ‘citÁ in [the 
senses] “ideation” and “purification”’ where Siddhasena Gaˆi knows this root as ‘citÁ in 
[the sense] “ideation”’. The sense “purification” is not assigned to this root in the 
Dhåtupå†ha used by Siddhasena Gaˆi. 
 The first solution proposed is that grammarians other than Bh¥masena added this 
second meaning entry to the root cit. This solution presupposes that Bh¥masena had 
made a list of roots in which cit had one meaning entry, viz. ‘ideation’ (sañjñåna). The 
fact that these other grammarians are said to have worked after Bh¥masena suggests that 
in Siddhasena Gaˆi’s opinion Bh¥masena was the first to add meaning entries to verbal 
roots.1 
 Siddhasena Gaˆi’s second solution indicates that he was not acquainted with any 
list of roots where cit had both senses ‘ideation’ and ‘purification’. This reduces the 
likelihood that Siddhasena Gaˆi’s first solution is correct. His second solution can 
hardly be correct either, for the Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya clearly quotes here from a 
Dhåtupå†ha. It does so at some other places as well: on TS 1.5 (I, p. 44) it has bhË 
                                                
1 [Added in proofs:] Muni JambËvijaya draws my attention to a passage in Hemacandra’s Yogaßåstra on 
verse 4.90 (vol. II p. 881 in his edition, Bombay, Jaina Såhitya Vikåsa Mandala, 1981) which reads: 
bh¥masenåt pËrve åcåryyå˙ citaidhåtuµ vißudhåv api pa†hanti, yad åhu˙ ‘cit¥ saµjñånavißuddhyo˙’. One 
wonders if Hemacandra had another reading of Siddhasena Gaˆi’s È¥kå before him, or perhaps merely 
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pråptåv åtmanepad¥, which is Dhp. X.300; and gha†a ity ukte yo ’sau 
ce∑†åbhinirv®tta[˙]… (I, p. 122, on TS 1.35) is an indirect reference to Dhp. I.800 gha†a 
ce∑†åyåm. 
[157] 
 The belief that Bh¥masena added meaning entries to the Påˆinian Dhåtupå†ha was 
shared by later authors. M¥måµsaka (1973: II: 61) quotes passages from Maitreya 
Rak∑ita, Bha††oji D¥k∑ita and Någeßa Bha††a in support of this. However, earlier authors 
do not know this idea (Bronkhorst 1981: §5). The Kåßikå on P. 7.3.34 goes to the extent 
of justifying the forms udyama and uparama by pointing out that they occur in the 
Dhåtupå†ha as meaning entries; it did not therefore look upon meaning entries as later 
additions to the Dhåtupå†ha. 
 This suggests that Siddhasena Gaˆi lived a fair amount of time after the Kåßikå. 
The Kåßikå was probably composed in the seventh century (Cardona 1976: 280-81). 
Siddhasena Gaˆi must have lived at least one or two centuries later. We may agree with 
Williams (1963: 7) that “Siddhasena cannot well be much earlier than A.D. 800”. All 
the evidence combined allows us to assign Siddhasena Gaˆi roughly to 800-850 A.D. 
 
 
II .  Devanandin’s Sarvårthasiddhi 
 
2. In our attempt to determine the date of the Sarvårthasiddhi we shall make use of 
the fact that its author Devanandin (PËjyapåda being an honorific) also composed a 
grammar, the Jainendra Vyåkaraˆa. This grammar has survived in two recensions, a 
shorter and a longer one. The relation between these two recensions to each other and to 
other grammatical works has been discussed by Birwé (1971: 25 f.), whom I shall 
follow as far as possible. 
 One important reason to think that the shorter recension — called ‘J(M)’ by 
Birwé — is the original Jainendra Vyåkaraˆa had been given by Kielhorn (1881: 77-78 
[182-83]) already. J(M) does not give any ekaße∑a rules — which make up P. 12.64-73 
in Påˆini’s A∑†ådhyåy¥ — and justifies this in J(M) 1.1.100: svåbhåvikatvåd 
abhidhånasyaikaße∑ånårambha˙ “ekaße∑a rules are not given, because the denotation [of 
more than one object with the help of one single word] is natural”. As a result this 
grammar is called anekaße∑a in Abhayanandin’s Mahåv®tti thereon: devopajñam 
anekaße∑avyåkaraˆam (on J[M] 1.4.97); daivanandinam anekaße∑aµ vyåkaraˆam (on 
J[M] 3.3.84). The longer version J(Í) does contain ekaße∑a rules (1.3.97-107). Yet its 
                                                                                                                                         
interpreted it differently. If Hemacandra represents Siddhasena’s intentions correctly, which I do not 
consider likely, the main argument of my first section loses its value. 
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commentator, Somadeva, too calls the Jainendra Vyåkaraˆa anekaße∑a in his 
Íabdårˆavacandrikå on J(Í) 1.4.114 (devopajñam anekaße∑avyåkaraˆam) and 3.3.98 
(paujyapådam anekaße∑avyåkaraˆam). 
 Birwé refutes a number of arguments brought forth by K. B. Pathak according to 
whom J(Í) is older than J(M) (p. 27 f.). 
[158] 
 If then the shorter recension is the original Jainendra Vyåkaraˆa, it must have 
been composed by the author of the Sarvårthasiddhi. This agrees with the evidence 
contained in the latter work. Birwé (1971: 35-44) discusses a number of passages of the 
Sarvårthasiddhi which quote or allude to grammatical sËtras. Once a J(M) sËtra is cited. 
In two cases it is clear that the reference is to sËtras of the Jainendra Vyåkaraˆa even 
though no choice can be made between the shorter and the longer recension. In one case 
the choice is between Påˆini and J(M). In other cases the situation is less clear, but 
thrice J(Í) is excluded. 
 Thus far we can agree with Birwé. It is however not possible to follow him where 
he discusses the date of the original Jainendra Vyåkaraˆa. Birwé gives some arguments 
meant to show that Devanandin lived later than the grammarian Candra and later than 
the commentary Kåßikå on the A∑†ådhyåy¥ (p. 39 f.): 
 
1) The Sarvårthasiddhi repeatedly says: arthavaßåd vibhaktipariˆåma˙|-mo bhavati (on 
TS 1.26, 2.2, 4.15). This is a grammatical Paribhå∑å. Birwé observes: “The oldest 
source, employing (vi)pariˆåma in this technical sense, is, according to my knowledge, 
the Cåndraparibhå∑åsËtra2 75: arthavaßåd vibhaktivacanali∫gapariˆåma˙”. Birwé thinks 
it is “clear that the source of Devanandin is Candra’s Paribhå∑åsËtra 75. This furnishes 
another argument for the view that Candra lived prior to Devanandin”. 
 Unfortunately for Birwé, this argument is undermined by the ‘correctional 
addition’ which he felt compelled to make, and which reads: “The oldest sources [sic], 
of which I know now (December 1969), [is] paribhå∑å no. 73: arthavaßåd 
vibhaktipariˆåmo bhavati in Vyå∂i’s Paribhå∑åsËcama [misprint for ‘-sËcana’], ed. K. 
V. Abhyankar”. Vyå∂i’s Paribhå∑åsËcana (or -v®tti) dates from before Candra 
(Bronkhorst 1983: §6). Moreover, Vyå∂i’s version of the Paribhå∑å is identical with the 
one cited in the Sarvårthasiddhi, whereas Candra’s is not. This means that on this basis 
no conclusions can be drawn regarding Devanandin’s date relative to Candra. 
 
                                                
2 Liebich 1928: 49-52. 
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2) The Sarvårthasiddhi on TS 6.12 has: itißabda˙ prakårårtha˙. The Kåßikå on P. 5.2.93 
has: itikaraˆa˙ prakårårtha˙. Birwé observes: “This explanation is unknown in the 
Mahåbhå∑ya and in the grammar of Candra”. Further: “Regarding the fact that among 
Sanskrit grammars none is more wanting in originality than the Jainendra-Vyåkaraˆa, it 
is highly improbable that Devanandin invented the formula”; so that the question arises: 
“Has Devanandin taken the [159] formula itißabda˙ prakårårtha˙ from the Kåßikå ?” 
Birwé seems to think so, because “among the extant Koßas the oldest one, namely that 
of Dhanaµjaya, in which this meaning is to be traced, is later than Devanandin” (p. 41). 
 This argument is obviously very weak. One might wonder if even the most 
unoriginal grammarian may not sometimes display the vanishingly little bit of 
originality needed to say something like itißabda˙ prakårårtha˙. (Note that the 
Sarvårthasiddhi on TS 1.16 and 2.16 has vidhaßabda˙ prakårårtha˙.)3 But we don’t 
even have to go this far. It is known (Bronkhorst 1983: §4) that before the Kåßikå, even 
before Candra and Bhart®hari, commentaries on Påˆini’s A∑†ådhyåy¥ existed, which 
have not survived. As long as we are not thoroughly acquainted with their contents, no 
chronological conclusions can be drawn from similarities like the one under discussion. 
To this must be added that a remark like itißabda˙ prakårårtha˙ can occur in many types 
of works, so that Devanandin may well have borrowed it from a non-grammatical text. 
 We conclude from the above that it is not certain that Devanandin lived after 
Candra and the Kåßikå. There is, on the contrary, evidence that he lived before these 
two: 
 
1) Candra’s grammar has the rule ßilåyå ∂haß ca (C. 4.3.80), which accounts for the 
words ßileya and ßaileya. These same two words are derived by ‘some’ in the Kåßikå on 
P. 5.3.102, as follows: kecid atra ∂hañam ap¥cchanti, tadarthaµ yogavibhåga˙ 
kartavya˙ / ‘ßilåyå˙’ ∂hañ pratyayo bhavati / ßaileyam / tato ∂ha˙ / ßileyam //. Also the 
longer recension of the Jainendra Vyåkaraˆa accounts for the derivation of both these 
words in J(Í) 4.1.208-209, which read: (208) ßilåyå[˙ ∂hañ (207)] (209) ∂ha ca. 
 Påˆini’s A∑†ådhyåy¥, contrary to these three works, only derives ßileya in P. 
5.3.102: ßilåyå ∂ha˙. The shorter recension of the Jainendra Vyåkaraˆa squarely sides 
with Påˆini, having only J(M) 4.1.156: ßilåyå ∂ha˙. This may possibly be explained by 
assuming that Devanandin lived before Candra. 
 
2) Scharfe (1977: 168) notes that the Jainendra Vyåkaraˆa is referred to by its 
commentators Abhayanandin and Somadeva as ‘grammar without a single remainder’ 
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(anekaße∑a; see above) and observes: “This would be an unhappy characterization if 
Devanandin lived after Candra who also eliminated the single remainder process”. 
 
3) The Kåßikå has P. 7.3.117-119 as three different sËtras: (117) idudbhyåm, (118) aut, 
(119) ac ca ghe˙. In the time of the Mahåbhå∑ya this was [160] one single rule: 
idudbhyåm aud ac ca ghe˙ (Kielhorn, 1887: 180 [228]). The Kåßikå on P. 7.3.119 still 
knows of grammarians who consider aud ac ca ghe˙ as one sËtra. However, already 
Candra’s grammar has equivalents for the three sËtras (C. 6.2.59, 61, 62). This may 
mean that already before Candra aud ac ca ghe˙ had been split into two. Yet Y(M) 
5.12.112 (aud ac ca so˙) corresponds to its undivided form. 
 
4) The Kåßikå has P. 5.1.57 tad asya parimåˆam and P. 5.1.58 saµkhyåyå˙ 
sañjñåsa∫ghasËtrådhyayane∑u where these two were originally one sËtra (Kielhorn, 
ibid.). Candra has only tad asya parimåˆam (C. 4.1.62), but this may have been due to 
his desire to give the rule a wider scope, in agreement with P. 5.1.57-58 vt. 6; we do not 
know if the sËtra had already been split in his time. But J(M) 3.4.56 reads: parimåˆåt 
sa∫khyåyå˙ sa∫ghasËtrådhyayane, showing that this division had not yet taken place. 
 
5) P. 4.1.15 ends in the Kåßikå: -kvarapkhyunåm. The original ending was kvarapa˙ 
(Kielhorn, 1887: 181 [229]). Candra (2.3.17) has khyun, but may have added this 
himself, instigated by P. 4.1.15 vt. 6. J(M) 3.1.18, which corresponds to P. 4.1.15, is 
without khyun. 
 
6) P. 6.3.6 reads in the Kåßikå: åtmanaß ca pËraˆe. Kielhorn (1887: 181-82 [229-39]) 
argues that pËraˆe is an addition made under the influence of P. 6.3.5 vt. 1. Also Candra 
(5.2.9) has pËraˆe: åtmana˙ pËraˆe. J(M) 4.3.125, on the other hand, is without: ∂a∂y 
åtmana˙. 
 
7) Another reason to think that Devanandin lived before, or at any rate not long after, 
Candra is the following. It is known that with Candra Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya started 
being looked upon with different eyes than before (Bronkhorst, 1983). Before this time 
the Mahåbhå∑ya was carefully studied, to be sure. It was not however considered the 
highest authority in matters grammatical, at least not by all. With and especially after 
Candra this changed. 
                                                                                                                                         
3 itikaraˆaµ prakårårtham occurs in the Yuktid¥pikå (p. 5, l. 16), of which it is not known if it knew the 
Kåßikå. 
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 In this light we should look at the two recensions of the Jainendra Vyåkaraˆa. 
Birwé (1971: 52-53) describes the difference in these words: “the shorter recension of 
the Jainendra-Vyåkaraˆa … did not contain rules laying down the teachings of the 
Mahåbhå∑ya. … The teachings of the Mahåbhå∑ya are incorporated in form of sËtras 
into the longer recension of J, which represents a revised and enlarged version of the 
shorter recension …”. It is not true that the author of the original Jainendra Vyåkaraˆa, 
Devanandin, did not know the Mahåbhå∑ya. Quotations from and allusions to the 
Mahåbhå∑ya abound in the Sarvårthasiddhi; they have been collected by Phoolchandra 
Siddhant Shastry (1971: Praståvanå, p. 50-51) and Birwé (1971: 37-39). The fact that 
Devanandin nevertheless neglected the Mahåbhå∑ya to a large extent while writing his 
grammar points to an early period, preferably [161] before Candra. The circumstance 
that this grammar was later changed into a work which more closely followed the 
Mahåbhå∑ya indicates the change of attitude after Devanandin. 
 
8) We are now ready to turn to an indicator pointed out by Yudhi∑†hira M¥måµsaka 
(1956: 42-44; 1973: I: 449-52). Abhayanandin’s Mahåv®tti on J(M) 2.2.92 illustrates the 
rule that the imperfect (la∫) is used to describe a well-known event which took place 
during the lifetime of the speaker with the example aruˆan mahendro mathuråm 
“Mahendra subdued Mathurå”. M¥måµsaka surmises that this example was taken over 
by Abhayanandin from Devanandin’s original commentary. This allows him to identify 
Mahendra with the Gupta emperor Kumåra Gupta I, who was known by a variety of 
names: Ír¥ Mahendra, Aßvamedha Mahendra, Ajita Mahendra, Ír¥ Mahendra Siµha, 
Siµha Mahendra, Kumåra Gupta, Mahendra Kumåra, etc. (Allan, 1914: 61 f.). It is 
known that toward the end of the reign of this emperor the empire was threatened by 
enemies,4 who were then defeated by his son Skanda Gupta. 
 If the above example indeed refers to an event in Skanda Gupta’s struggle with 
the ‘enemies’ — which seems possible, but by no means certain —, if moreover the 
example was indeed given by Devanandin himself, then Devanandin must have lived 
not long after the beginning of Skanda Gupta’s reign, i.e., not long after 455 A.D. 
 
 
III .  The Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya 
 
3. The citation cit¥ sañjñånavißuddhyo˙ (above §1) from a Dhåtupå†ha may help to 
determine the date of the Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya. This entry does not occur in any 
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of the surviving lists of verbal roots (Palsule, 1955: 193, 197). This suggests that at 
some time of the history of the Dhåtupå†ha changes were made in at least some of the 
meaning entries, and that the author of the Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya used a version of 
the Dhåtupå†ha which had not yet undergone such changes.5 This last supposition 
would be strengthened in case further early instances could be adduced of roots + 
meaning entries which deviate from the Dhåtupå†ha know to us. This can indeed be 
done. Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya appears to refer to four Dhåtupå†ha roots with meaning 
entries: ubundir nißåmane, skandir gatißo∑aˆayo˙ (Mbh. vol. I, p. 264, l. 8-9), k®∑ir 
vilekhane (Mbh. vol. II, p. 33, l. 25), yajir havi∑prak∑epaˆe [162] (Mbh. vol. II, p. 34, l. 
5). The first three roots are found in the surviving Dhåtupå†ha with these meaning 
entries, the fourth is not (cf. Bronkhorst, 1981: 349). Also the A∑†ådhyåy¥ provides 
some reasons to think that the Dhåtupå†ha which accompanied it differed in some few 
points from the Dhåtupå†ha which came down to us. For a detailed discussion of these 
reasons I refer the reader to an earlier study (Bronkhorst, 1981: 341-42). Here I merely 
repeat the results: the original Dhåtupå†ha possibly had bhuj in the sense avana, d®ß in 
the sense ålocana, dh®∑ in the sense vaiyåtya, where the surviving Dhåtupå†ha gives the 
meanings pålana, prek∑aˆa, and prågalbhya respectively. 
 All this evidence shows that a change may have taken place in the Dhåtupå†ha, a 
change which concerned at least some of the meaning entries, and perhaps other 
features as well. This change appears to have taken place after Påˆini (of course), 
Patañjali and the Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya. 
 But this change must have taken place before Candra, the composer of the Cåndra 
Vyåkaraˆa. This grammar includes a Dhåtupå†ha which — even though it arranged the 
roots differently, reduced their number, and gave each of them as a rule but one 
meaning6 — is clearly based on the Påˆinian Dhåtupå†ha. Well, Candra sides with the 
later, modified, list in all the cases where we found, or suspected to have found, an 
older version. Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya has yaj in the sense of havi∑prek∑epaˆa, Candra 
and the extant Dhåtupå†ha have yaj in the sense devapËjå; the A∑†ådhyåy¥ possibly had 
bhuj in the sense avana, d®ß in the sense ålocana, dh®∑ in the sense vaiyåtya; Candra and 
the surviving Påˆinian Dhåtupå†ha give the meanings pålana, prek∑aˆa, and prågalbhya 
respectively. In the case of cit, Candra gives the single meaning saµjñåna, but this is 
explained by the fact that Candra’s roots almost always have a single meaning entry. 
                                                                                                                                         
4 So Divekar (1920), who adds that they must be the HËˆas mentioned at the end of the inscription. Fleet 
(1888: 55 n. 2) had opted for the reading ‘Pu∑yamitra’. 
5 I have argued elsewhere (1981) that meaning entries were probably part of the Dhåtupå†ha from its 
beginning. 
6 The verse at the end of Cåndra’s Dhåtupå†ha explains why: kriyåvåcitvam åkhyåtum ekaiko ’rtho 
nidarßita˙ | prayogato ’nugantavyå anekårthå hi dhåtava˙ ||. See Liebich 1902: 34*. 
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 I have shown elsewhere (1983) that in the period before Candra many parts of 
Påˆini’s grammar were ‘improved’. There is evidence from Dhåtupå†ha, Gaˆapå†ha and 
SËtrapå†ha concerning this. This period came to an end when, with Candra and esp. 
Bhart®hari, another movement started gaining momentum, a movement in which 
Patañjali’s Mahåbhå∑ya was considered the highest authority, and in which no 
‘improvements’ of Påˆini’s grammar were tolerated any longer. It is clear that the 
changes under consideration were probably also made in this period. It is only 
unfortunate that we know virtually nothing about the earlier Dhåtupå†ha which needed 
‘improvement’. 
[163] 
 It follows from the above that the Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya was most probably 
composed well before Candra, before the new version of the Dhåtupå†ha known to 
Candra had gained currency. Candra may have lived around 450 A.D. (Scharfe, 1977: 
164). 
 There is reason to think that the Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya should not be dated 
earlier than the fourth century A.D. This century saw the establishment of the Gupta 
empire in and around På†aliputra. This empire was characterized by peace and 
prosperity, as well as by the increased use of Sanskrit. Epigraphic evidence testifies to 
the religious tolerance of this time, also with respect to Jainism (Shah, 1932: 205 f.). 
The Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya was written in På†aliputra7, in Sanskrit. It is tempting to 
think that it was written in the Gupta empire, and therefore in the fourth century A.D. 
 
 
IV. Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya and Tattvårtha SËtra 
 
4.1. The distance of time which separates Siddhasena Gaˆi’s È¥kå from the 
Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya on which it comments is according to the above at least four 
hundred years. Siddhasena Gaˆi’s may be the first commentary on the 
Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya, and the first to state that this Bhå∑ya and the Tattvårtha 
SËtra to which it belongs were composed by the same author (Sukhlal, 1974: Intr. p. 31 
n., 34). Devanandin’s Sarvårthasiddhi, which we have seen to be much closer in time to 
the Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya, ignores the latter completely; this means no doubt that it 
did not know the Bhå∑ya or did not consider it a composition of the author of the 
Tattvårtha SËtra. It is therefore of some importance to study the internal evidence of 
                                                
7 The concluding verses of the Bhå∑ya (II, p. 326) tell us that their author lived in Kusumapura, which is 
På†aliputra. 
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SËtra and Bhå∑ya. I shall present some facts which indicate that SËtra and Bhå∑ya had 
different authors. 
 
1) SËtra 2.37 distinguishes five kinds of bodies: audårika, vaikriya, åhåraka, taijasa 
and kårmaˆa (audårikavaikriyåhårakataijasakårmaˆåni ßar¥råˆi). SËtras 2.41-43 deal 
with the last two of these bodies (pare, 2.40, i.e. the two following the three which 
precede taijasa: pråk taijasåt, 2.39), taijasa and kårmaˆa. The two bodies are: (2.41) 
apratighåte “without obstruction”, (2.42) anådisambandhe ca “and connected [with the 
soul] without beginning”, (2.43) sarvasya “each [soul which is in saµsåra] has [these 
two bodies]”. 
 The Bhå∑ya on this last sËtra, after explaining it in this manner, continues: “But 
some teachers explain [the situation] with reference to the doctrine of aspects 
(nayavåda) as follows: Only the kårmaˆa body [164] is connected [with the soul] 
without beginning; that is to say (iti): the soul has a beginningless connection with that 
[kårmaˆa body]. The taijasa [body], on the other hand, is dependent on attainment 
(labdhi). And not every [soul] has that attainment which gives rise to a taijasa [body] 
(taijasalabdhi), only some [souls] have it” (eke tv åcåryå nayavådapek∑aµ vyåcak∑ate / 
kårmaˆam evaikam anådisambandham / tenaivaikena j¥vasyånådi˙ sambandho bhavat¥ti 
/ taijasaµ tu labdhyapek∑aµ bhavati / så ca taijasalabdhir na sarvasya, kasyacid eva 
bhavati /). 
 It appears from this passage that a difference of opinion existed regarding the 
nature of the taijasa body. The author of the sËtras considered it a constant 
accompaniment of souls in saµsåra. Others did not agree, and their reasons are clear. 
They looked upon the taijasa body as “producing heat in the case of a curse caused by 
anger, producing cool rays in the case of a favour caused by kindness, bringing about 
the lustre of many shining lights in embodied beings, like gems, fire, and the chariots of 
the luminaries” (Bhå∑ya on sËtra 2.43, p. 201: kopaprasådanimittau ßåpånugrahau prati 
tejonisargaß¥taraßminisargakaram, tathå bhråji∑ˆuprabhåsamudayacchåyånirvartakaµ 
saßar¥re∑u maˆijvalanajyoti∑kavimånavad iti). This clearly describes the powers attained 
by a man who has long practised asceticism,8 and not therefore ‘every soul’. The 
question is which of the two opinions was accepted by the author of the Bhå∑ya. 
 The first thing to be noted is that the Bhå∑ya on 2.44 explains the sËtra from both 
points of view, first assuming that all souls have a taijasa and a kårmaˆa body, then 
accepting only the kårmaˆa body as invariable accompaniment of the soul. More 
                                                
8 The ‘ability to curse and bestowe favours’ (ßåpånugrahasåmarthya) is indeed enumerated among the 
‘accomplishments’ (®ddhi) which can be attained, in the concluding section of the Bhå∑ya (II, p. 315); see 
also below. 
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interesting however is the Bhå∑ya on 2.49. After explaining this sËtra, which describes 
the åhåraka body, the Bhå∑ya continues on its own, not prompted by anything in the 
sËtra: taijasam api ßar¥raµ labdhipratyayaµ bhavati “Also the taijasa body is dependent 
upon attainments”. Nothing suggests that anything but the opinion of the author of the 
Bhå∑ya is here presented. 
 It can cause not surprise that Siddhasena Gaˆi attempts to solve the problem by 
postulating the existence of two different kinds of taijasa body. One of these is 
responsible for the digestion of food and accompanies each and every soul which is not 
liberated. Only the other one is ‘dependent upon attainments’ and enables its owner to 
exercise the powers connected with this second kind of taijasa body. Ingenious as this 
solution is, it does not represent the opinions expressed in either [165] sËtra or Bhå∑ya. 
At best it is a combination of these opinions, and stresses, in being so, the difference 
which exists between these two opinions. 
 The Bhå∑ya goes once again through the list of bodies (p. 211 f.), this time paying 
attention to their names. The taijasa body is described as follows (p. 214): “taijasa 
means ‘modification of tejas’, ‘of which the essence is tejas’; it is  for curses and 
favours” (tejaso vikåras taijasaµ tejomayaµ teja˙svatattvaµ 
ßåpånugrahaprayojanam). Again no word about another kind of taijasa body. We may 
therefore be sure that the author of the Bhå∑ya was one of the teachers mentioned under 
sËtra 2.43, who disagreed with the author of the SËtra. 
 The disagreement which we here find between SËtra and Bhå∑ya is found between 
the sËtras as accepted in the Sarvårthasiddhi. There sËtras 2.41 and 42 state that taijasa 
and kårmaˆa bodies accompany every soul in saµsåra from beginningless time (41: 
anådisaµbandhe ca; 42: sarvasya). These sËtras do not differ from those accepted in the 
Bhå∑ya (see above). However, the Sarvårthasiddhi also comments on a sËtra which is 
not found in the Bhå∑ya, viz. 2.48: taijasam api [labdhipratyayam 47] “Also the taijasa 
[body] is dependent upon attainments”. It seems unlikely that both sËtras 2.41-42 and 
sËtra 2.48 were part of the original Tattvårtha SËtra. 
 It is tempting to think that the ‘sËtra’ taijasam api was taken from the Bhå∑ya, 
which, as we know, contains the phrase taijasam api ßar¥raµ labdhipratyayaµ bhavati. 
This is not however necessarily true. Given the existence of an original sËtra 
labdhipratyayaµ ca (2.48 in the Bhå∑ya, 2.47 in the Sarvårthasiddhi) which concerned 
the vaikriya/vaikriyika body mentioned in the preceding sËtra, it required not much 
imagination for those who looked upon the taijasa body as also ‘dependent upon 
attainments’ to add the sËtra taijasam api. The different positions of the new sËtra and 
the Bhå∑ya phrase guarantee that at any rate the new sËtra did not owe its existence to 
the mistake of considering a Bhå∑ya sentence as really being a sËtra. 
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2) There is reason to think that the Bhå∑ya misinterprets a sËtra at at least one 
occasion. This is sËtra 2.22, which must be read together with its context in order to be 
correctly understood: (2.15) pañcendriyåˆi “There are five senses”, … (2.20) 
sparßanarasanaghråˆacak∑u˙ßrotråˆi “[They are:] touching, tasting, smelling, sight, 
hearing”, (2.21) sparßarasagandhavarˆaßabdås te∑åm arthå˙ “Touch, taste, smell, colour 
and sound are their objects”, (2.22) ßrutam anindriyasya “ßruta is the object of no 
sense”, (2.23) våyvantånåm ekam “[The elements] upto and including wind have one 
[sense]”. 
[166] 
 We see that sËtra 2.22 must be connected with what precedes, since 2.23 enters 
upon a new topic. This means that ßruta must here be an object of knowledge, and 
therefore the object of scriptural knowledge. 
 This is precisely the interpretation given in the Sarvårthasiddhi (p. 128). It 
explains sËtra 2.22 (there 2.21) in the following manner: “ßruta is the artha (cf. sËtra 
2.21), [viz.] the object of scriptural knowledge (ßrutajñåna). It is the object of no sense, 
because the soul which has fully reached the destruction or the calming of the 
obstruction of scriptural knowledge obtains knowledge regarding the object of 
scriptural knowledge which does not depend on the senses” (ßrutajñånavi∑ayo ‘rtha˙ 
ßrutam / sa vi∑ayo ‘nindriyasya paripråptaßrutajñånåvaraˆak∑ayopaßamasyåtmana˙ 
ßrutårthe [v.l. ßrutasyårthe] ‘nindriyålambanajñånaprav®tte˙). 
 However, the Bhå∑ya interprets the word ßruta differently, identifying it with 
ßrutajñåna ‘scriptural knowledge’. Since the Bhå∑ya gives not further explanation,9 we 
are left to guess what exactly could be meant. Siddhasena Gaˆi offers no help, and it is 
hard to see how knowledge can be an object (artha). Indeed, if we wish to interpret ßruta 
as ßrutajñåna we may be forced to take artha in a different sense. This is what the 
Sarvårthasiddhi does in a second, alternative, explanation of the sËtra: “Or ßruta is 
scriptural knowledge (ßrutajñåna); it is the artha, i.e. the purpose, of no sense” (athavå 
ßrutajñånaµ ßrutam, tad anindriyasyårtha˙ prayojanam iti yåvat). However, since artha 
means ‘object’ in the preceding sËtra 2.21, it must have this same sense in 2.22. We 
must conclude that the interpretation of the Bhå∑ya does not easily fit the sËtra, and 
appears not to come from the author of the SËtra. 
 
                                                
9 The Bhå∑ya on sËtra 2.22 consists of one sentence: ßrutajñånaµ dvividham anekadvådaßavidhaµ 
naindriyasyårtha˙. Apart from virtually quoting sËtra 1.20 (ßrutaµ matipËrvaµ 
dvyanekadvådaßabhedham), it does nothing much beyond substituting ßrutajñåna for ßruta. 
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3) A deviation between SËtra and Bhå∑ya appears to be present at 3.4 as well. SËtras 
3.3-5 describe the hells (naraka): (3.3)10 
nityåßubhataraleßyåpariˆåmadehavedanåvikriyå˙ “The ever more disagreeable leßyås, 
situations, bodies, sensations and failures [in those hells] are uninterrupted”, (3.4) 
parasparod¥ritadu˙khå˙ “Their suffering is mutually [167] brought about”, (3.5) 
sa∫kli∑†åsurod¥ritadu˙khåß ca pråk caturthyå˙ “Until the fourth [region] their suffering 
is also brought about by troublesome Asuras”. 
 The causes of suffering in the hells are, according to the sËtras, primarily the 
properties acquired by the inhabitants of hell, and further ‘troublesome Asuras’. No 
word is here said about the nature of the hells themselves, i.e., the places where all these 
sufferings have to be undergone. 
 The author of the Bhå∑ya apparently considered this a lacuna, which he tried to 
fill under sËtra 3.4. He begins his explanation of this sËtra in the following manner (p. 
241): “In the hells the sufferings of the inhabitants of hell are also (ca) mutually brought 
about. This means: also (ca) as a result of the disagreeable situation of matter caused by 
the nature of the place” (parasparod¥ritåni ca du˙khåni narake∑u nårakåˆåµ bhavanti / 
k∑etrasvabhåvajanitåc cåßubhåt pudgalapariˆåmåd ity artha˙ /). A specification of ‘the 
disagreeable situation of matter caused by the nature of the place’ follows. 
 It is true that the Bhå∑ya every now and then goes beyond what is found in the 
sËtras. Nothing can be concluded from this by itself. But here the Bhå∑ya ascribes to a 
sËtra what is clearly not in it. If the author of the Bhå∑ya had written the SËtra himself, 
he could have made the sËtras in accordance with his wishes. As it is, not even the word 
ca is found in sËtra 3.4 in any of the mss. 
 
4) A clear deviation between SËtra and Bhå∑ya is visible in 4.4. The sËtra describes 
what varieties exist in each of the four classes of gods and their subdivisions, which had 
been the subject of discussion of the three preceding sËtras. SËtra 4.4 reads: 
indrasåmånikatråyastriµßapåri∑adyåtmarak∑alokapålån¥kaprak¥rˆakåbhiyogyakilbi∑ikåß 
caikaßa˙. The Bhå∑ya commences its explanation with the remark that in each of the 
classes of gods the gods are of ten kinds (p. 275: ekaikaßaß caite∑u devanikåye∑u devå 
daßavidhå bhavanti). This fits the sËtra well; the ten kinds of gods must obviously be 
named (1) indra, (2) såmånika, (3) tråyastriµßa, (4) påri∑adya, (5) åtmarak∑a, (6) 
lokapåla, (7) an¥ka, (8) prak¥rˆaka, (9) åbhiyogya, (10) kilbi∑ika. However, the Bhå∑ya 
enumerates the following eleven kinds of gods immediately after announcing ten of 
                                                
10 A number of mss. begin this sËtra with the words te∑u nårakå[˙]. However, this addition was 
apparently not known to the Bhå∑ya, which explains this sËtra as concerning hells (naraka, from 3.2) 
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them: (1) indra, (2) såmånika, (3) tråyastriµßa, (4) påri∑adya, (5) åtmarak∑a, (6) 
lokapåla, (7) an¥kådhipati, (8) an¥ka, (9) prak¥rˆaka, (10) åbhiyogya, (11) kilbi∑ika. That 
is to say, the Bhå∑ya adds one kind of gods (no. 7: an¥kådhipati) which is not mentioned 
in the sËtra. 
 It might be conjectured that the author of the Bhå∑ya does no more than give two 
subdivisions of the single kind called an¥ka in the sËtra. [168] This is indeed how 
Siddhasena Gaˆi tries to explain the situation (p. 276): “In the sËtra only the armed 
forces (an¥ka) have been mentioned by the SËri, not the leaders of the armed forces 
(an¥kådhipati). In the Bhå∑ya, on the other hand, [the latter] have been included. It has 
been explained thus by the author of the Bhå∑ya, considering the complete oneness of 
armed forces and the leaders of armed forces; or otherwise the number ten would not be 
valid” (sËtre … [a]n¥kåny evopåttåni sËriˆå, nån¥kådhipataya˙, bhå∑ye punar 
upanyastås tad etad ekatvam evån¥kån¥kådhipatyo˙ paricintya viv®tam evam 
bhå∑yakåreˆa, anyathå vå daßasa∫khyå bhidyeta). But this does not solve the difficulty. 
If the author of the Bhå∑ya also composed the sËtra, he would have incorporated into 
the sËtra what he thought necessary to mention while paraphrasing it. Moreover, the 
eleven items which he enumerates are repeated and briefly explained in the immediately 
following sentences of the Bhå∑ya. The ‘leaders of armed forces’ (an¥kådhipati) are 
compared to judges (daˆ∂anåyaka) in human society, the ‘armed forces’ (an¥ka) to 
human armed forces (an¥kådhipatayo daˆ∂anåyakasthån¥yå˙ / an¥kåny an¥kasthån¥yåny 
eva /). No trace here of an attempt to show the ‘complete oneness’ of these two kinds of 
gods. The Bhå∑ya’s must therefore be seen as an effort to improve upon the sËtra, made 
by someone (the author of the Bhå∑ya) different from the composer of the sËtra. 
 
5) The different authorship of SËtra and Bhå∑ya is also visible in their diverging 
choice of words. In a number of cases the Bhå∑ya uses the same word as the sËtra as 
long as it explains the latter. But as soon as the Bhå∑ya gives an exposition of its own, a 
different word is used. This is true of ‘Meru’ (3.9 and 4.14) which becomes ‘(Mahå-
)Mandara’ (I, p. 256, 257, 281)11; kåla (1.8, 4.15, 5.22, 38, 107) becomes addhå (I, p. 
67) or addhåsamaya (I, p. 316)12 at¥cåra (7.18) becomes aticåra (II, p. 96-116, 
repeatedly); paryåptanåman (8.12) becomes paryåptinåman (II, p. 162); ßaik∑aka (9.24) 
becomes ßik∑aka (II, p. 256). It is true that some of these cases depend heavily on the 
                                                                                                                                         
rather than inhabitants of hell (nåraka); it also conflicts with sËtra 3.6, where te∑u clearly refers to naraka 
(rather than nåraka), which must therefore be the subject-matter of the preceding sËtras 3.3-5. 
11 Jacobi (1906: 313) says about the first occurrence of ‘Mandara’: “Es folgen nun einige Angaben über 
Videha, die ein späterer Zusatz zu sein scheinen, weil hier Mandara statt Meru gebraucht wird”. Rather 
than just this section, we look upon the whole of the Bhå∑ya as a “späterer Zusatz”. 
12 Cf. Phoolchandra Siddhant Shastry, 1971: Praståvanå, p. 34-35. 
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trustworthiness of the edition used, yet they support the view that the author of the 
Bhå∑ya was not the author of the SËtra. 
 
4.2. The preceding section leaves little doubt that the author of the Tattvårtha SËtra 
was not also the author of the Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya. Yet the Bhå∑ya has some 
features which suggest the opposite. 
[169] 
 At no place does the Bhå∑ya mention alternative readings of sËtras. Moreover, the 
Bhå∑ya contains numerous references to sËtras and/or other parts of the Bhå∑ya. For this 
purpose the following words are used: vak∑yåmi, pravak∑yåmi, upadek∑yåma˙, 
vak∑yåma˙, uktaµ bhavatå (said by an imaginary opponent), vak∑yate/vak∑yante, ukta, 
vyåkhyåta, vak∑yati. The first six of these — which are used in about half the cases — 
seem to ascribe the passage referred to to the author or authors of the Bhå∑ya. In many 
of these cases sËtras seem to be referred to, and in a fair number of them there can be no 
doubt about this.13 How can this be explained? 
 Before we try to answer this question, it must be pointed out that even the cross-
references retain a peculiarity which can be considered an indication that the sËtras 
existed before the Bhå∑ya. The words used to refer to sËtras and/or other parts of the 
Bhå∑ya make it possible to distinguish between sËtras and passages which are still to 
come on the one hand, and those which have already occurred earlier on the other. In 
general this distinction is well observed, and this can hardly surprise us. There are 
however a number of noteworthy exceptions. Here uktam and uktaµ bhavatå (uttered 
by an imaginary opponent) refer to sËtras which are still to come! uktaµ bhavatå refers 
to sËtras 5.12 and 10.5 in the Bhå∑ya on 3.6 (I, p. 246); to sËtra 6.18 in the Bhå∑ya on 
3.13 (I, p. 264); to sËtras 6.14 and 6.20 in the Bhå∑ya introducing 4.1 (I, p. 271); and to 
sËtra 6.17 in the Bhå∑ya on 4.27 (I, p. 308). ukta refers to sËtra 5.18 in the Bhå∑ya on 
3.1 (I, p. 230) and to sËtras 5.22 and 5.39 in the Bhå∑ya on 4.15 (I, p. 289). Such 
references to future passages with the help of past verbal forms occur only in the case of 
references to sËtras, with one exception. The Bhå∑ya on 5.19 contains the remark: 
pråˆåpånau ca nåmakarmaˆi vyåkhyåtau. The reference is to the Bhå∑ya on 8.12 (II, p. 
161), as Siddhasena Gaˆi confirms.14 
                                                
13 This is especially the case where a sËtra which defines or specifies the meaning of a term, say x, is 
introduced as x vak∑yåma˙, or similarly. Cf., e.g., the introductions to sËtras 1.8, 1.14, 1.34, etc. 
Downright quotations of sËtras also occur in such contexts, e.g. I, p. 169, 188, 228, etc. 
14 Siddhasena Gaˆi tries to solve the problem in the following manner: … pråˆåpån[au] … nåmakarmaˆi 
… vyåkhyåsyete / kathaµ tarhi vyåkhyåtau / åßaµsåyåm arthe bhËtavad vartamånavac ca pratyayå 
bhavanti, upådhyåyaß ced ågami∑yati tad vyåkaraˆam adh¥tam evam ihåpi nåmakarmåßaµsitam ity 
ado∑a˙ / “pråˆa and apåna will be explained [in the section] on nåmakarman. How then [is the word] 
vyåkhyåtau (‘have been explained’) [to be accounted for]? There is nothing wrong since ‘when hope is 
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[170] 
 A peculiarity of the cross-references in the first person is that they are always in 
the plural number (upadek∑yåma˙, vak∑yåma˙) when they occur in the body of the 
Bhå∑ya. The two first person cross-references in the introductory stanzas, on the other 
hand, are singular: vak∑yåmi, pravak∑yåmi. I do not know what conclusions to draw 
from this. 
 We return to the question how and why the Tattvårtha SËtra and the 
Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya could become a unified whole so that no variant readings of 
sËtras are mentioned in the Bhå∑ya, and references to sËtras could be made in the 
Bhå∑ya in the first person. The answer must be that the author incorporated the pre-
existing SËtra into his own Bhå∑ya and made of the two a single work, which he could 
refer to as his composition, without necessarily having the intent to cheat. The reason to 
think that this must be the answer is that there is at least one other work in which 
something similar took place. The other work is the combined Yoga SËtra and Yoga 
Bhå∑ya. 
 Like the Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya, the Yoga Bhå∑ya makes no mention of the 
variant readings of the sËtras on which it comments. And even though the number of 
cross-references in the Yoga Bhå∑ya is small, and the number in which first person 
endings are used even smaller — I counted five —, in three cases the word vak∑yåma˙ 
is used to introduce a set of sËtras, viz. before YS 2.30, 2.40, 2.46. Most interesting is 
that the combined Yoga SËtra and Yoga Bhå∑ya present themselves, in the colophons, 
as a unified whole called ‘Patañjali’s authoritative book on Yoga, and exposition of 
Såµkhya’ (Bronkhorst, 1984: § 1; 1986: ch. VI). 
 We are justified in comparing the Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya with the Yoga 
Bhå∑ya, because a number of similarities between these two works indicate that they 
came from related milieus. The most noteworthy of these similarities is the occurrence 
in both works of two illustrations — fire in dry grass which is either heaped up or 
spread out, and drying a piece of cloth which is either rolled up or unrolled — 
illustrating the difference between nirupakrama and sopakrama karman; see 
                                                                                                                                         
the meaning [to be expressed] the suffixes are as if a past [tense] and a present [tense are to be expressed, 
as e.g.] “if the teacher will come, then grammar is studied”’; in the same way is here too [the section on] 
nåmakarman hoped [to be written]”. This passage contains a reference to a grammatical work. Cf. the 
Kåßikå on P. 3.3.132: tatra bhavi∑yati kåle åßaµsåyåµ gamyamånåyåµ dhåto˙ vå bhËtavat pratyayå 
bhavanti, cakåråd vartamånavac ca / upådhyåyaß ced ågamat, ågata˙, ågacchati, ågami∑yati, ete 
vyåkaraˆam adhyag¥∑mahi, ete vyåkaraˆam adh¥tavanta˙, adh¥mahe, adhye∑yåmahe /. 
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Tat[171]tvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya 2.52 and Yoga Bhå∑ya 3.22.15 But there are far more 
similarities, a proper study of which remains a desideratum.16 
 The time of the Yoga Bhå∑ya cannot be far removed from that of the 
Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya. If we accept that Vindhyavåsin wrote the Yoga Bhå∑ya, we 
can make use of Paramårtha’s biography of Vasubandhu, preserved in Chinese (T. 
2049; tr. Takakusu, 1904a; partial transl. Takakusu, 1904b: 40 f.). Paramårtha lived 
from 500 until 569 A.D., and appears to be the first author whose testimony regarding 
Vindhyavåsin’s date has survived. In his biography of Vasubandhu (T. 2049, p. 189b24 
f.; Takakusu, 1904a: 281 f., 1904b: 40 f.) Vindhyavåsin figures as the conqueror in 
dispute of Buddhamitra, the teacher of Vasubandhu. Vasubandhu, who was absent 
during the dispute, returned, became angry, found out that Vindhyavåsin had died (“had 
become a stone”) and wrote a book named Paramårtha Saptati against the Såµkhya 
philosophy. In the beginning of this story Vindhyavåsin is said to have lived “more than 
1100 years after the death of the Buddha”.17 Since Paramårtha himself lived 1265 years 
after the Nirvåˆa of the Buddha according to a statement quoted by P’u-kuang (T. 1821, 
p. 282a15-16; Péri, 1911: 360-61) and this must have been between 546 and 569 A.D., 
1100 years after the death of the Buddha becomes roughly 400 A.D. (cf. Frauwallner, 
1951: 7-8). 
 
 
V. The Form and Origin of the Tattvårtha SËtra 
 
5.1. If the author of the Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya was not also the author of the 
Tattvårtha SËtra, we can ask the question if the Bhå∑ya contains the sËtras in their 
original form. It is conceivable that the author of the Bhå∑ya made changes in the sËtras 
where this would suit his purposes; or the sËtras may have been handed down to him by 
a tradition which did not in all details preserve their original form. 
 The passages discussed in § 4.1 show that the author of the Bhå∑ya did not change 
the sËtras without any restraint. Indeed, had he done so, it would have been much 
harder or even impossible to find deviations between SËtra and Bhå∑ya. Yet we cannot 
                                                
15 Woods (1927: xix) concludes that here “Tattvårthådhigama-sËtra ii.52 refers to Yoga-sËtra iii.22”; but 
nothing proves that the Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya and the Yoga Bhå∑ya, or the SËtras, exerted a direct 
influence on each other in either direction. 
16 An exhortation to this effect is made in Folkert, 1976: 146. 
17 The text has jiu bai nian zhong “around the year 900” (cf. Takakusu, 1914). However, a remark by 
Hui-chao reproduced in Péri, 1911: 357 (T. 1832, p. 688b5 f.) shows that the original reading was yi qian 
yi bai yu nian “more than 1100 years. 
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exclude the possibility [172] that he made minor, perhaps rather inconsequential, 
changes, or that the tradition from which he derived the sËtras had made changes. 
 In order to investigate this question further we are dependent upon Devanandin’s 
Sarvårthasiddhi. The Tattvårtha SËtra as commented upon in this work differs from the 
SËtra as known to the Bhå∑ya at a number of points.18 Did the Sarvårthasiddhi derive 
its SËtra text from the Bhå∑ya, introducing changes where this was considered 
convenient? Or did this text reach Devanandin through an independent tradition? 
Related with this question, but to be kept separate from it, is the other one if 
Devanandin knew the Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya. 
 No decisive evidence is known to me that Devanandin was acquainted with the 
Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya. Some amount of similarity exists between the 
Sarvårthasiddhi and the Bhå∑ya, but this was anyhow to be expected: both texts 
comment on (almost) the same SËtra text, and both may have made use of the same or 
almost the same older — canonical or non-canonical — works. Given this situation the 
similarity between these two earliest commentaries on the Tattvårtha SËtra is small. 
 The reading of the sËtras accepted in the Sarvårthasiddhi deviates from those in 
the Bhå∑ya at a number of places. A few times the Sarvårthasiddhi gives a varia lectio 
of a sËtra.19 But its author does not seem to be aware of the form of the sËtras accepted 
in the Bhå∑ya. 
 At least once the Sarvårthasiddhi appears to preserve the original sËtra where the 
Bhå∑ya has the sËtra in a modified form. This is sËtra 2.7, which will be discussed in 
context: 
SËtra 2.1 enumerates five states which constitute the essence of the soul: “The essence 
of the soul is [constituted by] (i) the state of calming [of karman], (ii) the state of 
destruction [of karman], (iii) the mixed [state], (iv) [the state] of arousal [of karman], 
and (v) [the state] which remains in modification” (aupaßamikak∑åyikau bhåvau mißraß 
ca j¥vasya svtattvam audayikapåriˆåmikau ca). SËtra 2.2 tells us that these states “have 
2, 9, 18, 21, and 3 divisions respectively” (dvinavå∑†ådaßaikaviµßatitribhedå 
yathåkramam). These divisions are duly enumerated in sËtras 2.3-7. 
The last of these sËtras reads: j¥vabhavyåbhavyatvåd¥ni ca. This looks problematic. The 
word ådi ‘etc.’ in this sËtra expands the number beyond the three items which sËtra 2.2 
told us to expect. One would expect sËtra 2.7 without the word ådi, yet the Bhå∑ya 
makes an [173] explicit reference to this word and thus testifies that this little word did 
not slip in later due to a scribal error. 
                                                
18 An enumeration of these differences is given in Jaini, 1920: 204-10, and in the edition of the 
Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya, II, p. 347-55. 
19 E.g. on TS 1.16 (p. 79), 2.53 (p. 146). 
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But the Sarvårthasiddhi has sËtra 2.7 without ådi: j¥vabhavyåbhavyatvåni ca! Could this 
be an indication that this commentary made use of a version of the Tattvårtha SËtra 
which is independent from the one used in the Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya, a version 
moreover which may at times be closer to the original than that used in the Bhå∑ya? If 
this is true, it is an additional indication that the author of the Bhå∑ya cannot have been 
the author of the sËtras. 
 It must be added that both the Bhå∑ya and the Sarvårthasiddhi state that there are 
more ‘states which remain in modification’ (påriˆåmika bhåva) than just the three 
(j¥vatva, bhavyatva, abhavyatva) enumerated in this sËtra. But both agree that only these 
three are characteristic of the soul and are not found elsewhere. 
 SËtra 5.26 reads, according to the Bhå∑ya, sa∫ghåtabhedebhya utpadyante. In the 
Sarvårthasiddhi it has the form bhedasaµghåtebhya utpadyante. There is reason to think 
that the latter is the original shape of this sËtra. In that form it fits among the 
surrounding sËtras, in the following manner: (5.25) aˆava˙ skandhåß ca [pudgalå˙ (23)] 
“Atoms and aggregates [constitute matter]”, (5.26) bhedasa∫ghåtebhya utpadyante 
“They arise from separation and combination”, (5.27) bhedåd aˆu˙ “The atom from 
separation”, (5.28) bhedasa∫ghåtåbhyåµ cåk∑u∑å˙20 “The visible [aggregates] from 
separation and combination”. 
In this interpretation there is no difficulty of anuv®tti: the subject-matter in 5.26 is 
aˆava˙ skandhåß ca, precisely what has been mentioned in 5.25. The plural number of 
bhedasa∫ghåtebhya[˙] in 5.26 is explained by the following two sËtras: this compound 
unites two ‘separations’ (bheda) and one ‘combination’ (sa∫ghåta). What we have to 
assume in order to make this interpretation possible is that cåk∑u∑a ‘visible’ is 
equivalent to skandha ‘aggregate’. This is permissible since sËtra 5.23 tells us that 
matter possesses colour (varˆa; sparßarasagandhavarˆavanta˙ pudgalå˙). 
 The Bhå∑ya has more trouble explaining sËtra 5.26. To begin with, it confines the 
subject-matter to aggregates (skandha). The plural number of sa∫ghåtabhedebhya[˙] is 
accounted for by saying that aggregates arise from combination (sa∫ghåta), from 
separation (bheda), and from sa∫ghåtabheda (sa∫ghåtåd bhedåt sa∫ghåtabhedåd ity 
ebhyas tribhya˙ kåraˆebhya˙ skandhå utpadyante dvipradeßådaya˙). What is meant by 
sa∫ghåtabheda is explained a little later (p. 370): ata eva ca saµghåtabhedåbhyåm 
ekasåmayikåbhyåµ dvipradeßådaya˙ skandhå utpadyante / anya[174]saµghåtenånyato 
bhedeneti / “These same aggregates, which cover two or more pradeßas, also arise from 
simultaneous combination and separation; that is to say (iti), by combination with one 
thing [and] separation from another”. This threefold cause of aggregates turns out to be 
                                                
20 The Sarvårthasiddhi has cåk∑u∑a˙. 
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only valid for invisible aggregates, in view of sËtra 5.28. The Bhå∑ya here comments: 
bhedasa∫ghåtåbhyåµ cåk∑u∑å˙ skandhå utpadyante / acåk∑u∑ås tu yathoktåt sa∫ghåtåd 
bhedåt sa∫ghåtabhedåc ceti / “The visible aggregates arise from separation and 
combination; the invisible aggregates, on the other hand, from combination, from 
separation, and from sa∫ghåtabheda, as explained”. 
 Apart from this forced interpretation in the Bhå∑ya, there is the difficulty of 
explaining how a supposedly original sa∫ghåtabhedebhya utpadyante could be changed 
to bhedasaµghåtebhya utpadyante which we find in the Sarvårthasiddhi. The answer 
does not lie in the way the Sarvårthasiddhi comments upon the sËtra. Here too it 
concerns the aggregates only, and the plural number of bhedasaµghåtebhya[˙] is 
explained as in the Bhå∑ya. No discernible reason can therefore account for this change. 
 The reverse change — from an original bhedasa∫ghåtebhya utpadyante to 
sa∫ghåtabhedebhya utpadyante which we find in the Bhå∑ya — is understandable in the 
light of the interpretation given in the Bhå∑ya. The original reading would not only too 
easily show the intentions of the author of the sËtras, it would also blur the distinction 
between the origins of visible and invisible aggregates, both being bhedasa∫ghåta. It 
seems therefore that the author of the Bhå∑ya occasionally made changes — be it only 
minor changes — in the sËtras in order to make them suit his own ideas. It is clear that 
this assumption explains why the Bhå∑ya never makes any mention of variant readings 
in the sËtras. 
 A difference in the order of the items enumerated exists also between the two 
versions of sËtra 6.7 (in the Bhå∑ya) / 6.8 (Sarvårthasiddhi). the two versions are 
identical but for the order of the words v¥rya and adhikaraˆa: 
t¥vramandajñåtåjñåtabhåvav¥ryådhikaraˆaviße∑ebhyas tadviße∑a˙ (Bhå∑ya); 
t¥vramandajñåtåjñåtabhåvådhikaraˆav¥ryaviße∑ebhyas tadviße∑a˙ (Sarvårthasiddhi). The 
Sarvårthasiddhi explains the terms briefly and in such a manner that their order could 
not possibly make any difference. The Bhå∑ya, on the other hand, pronounces all the 
terms known, except adhikaraˆa, the explanation of which it leaves to the following 
sËtra (6.8/6.7), thus: 
 
atråha — t¥vramandådayo bhåvå lokaprat¥tå˙ / v¥ryaµ ca j¥vasya 
k∑åyopaßamika˙ k∑åyiko vå bhåva ity uktam / athådhikaraˆaµ kim iti / atrocyate 
— (6.8) adhikaraˆaµ j¥våj¥vå˙ / 
“Here [an opponent] says: The intense (t¥vra), weak (manda) and further states 
(bhåva) are known from the [175] world. It has also been said that energy 
(v¥rya) is a state of both destruction and calming [of karman] (so the Bhå∑ya on 
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2.5) or [a state] of destruction [of karman] (so 2.4) of the soul. But what is 
adhikaraˆa? [The answer] to this is given: (6.8) adhikaraˆa is soul or not-soul.” 
 
It is obvious that this passage could provide a reason for reversing the order of 
adhikaraˆa and v¥rya. It is therefore fair to assume that the Sarvårthasiddhi preserves in 
all likelihood the original reading of sËtra 6.7/6.8. 
 It is finally interesting to look at the two versions of TS 5.38 (Bhå∑ya) / 5.39 
(Sarvårthasiddhi). The Bhå∑ya has: kålaß cety eke; in this form the sËtra means to say 
that some consider also time (kåla) a substance (dravya). The sËtra evokes suspicion in 
this form since it is the only one that refers to ‘some’, i.e. to others than the author of 
the sËtras. The same sËtra reads in the Sarvårthasiddhi: kålaß ca. It is easy to imagine 
that an original kålaß ca was changed into kålaß cety eke by someone who was doubtful 
about the correctness of this sËtra but was hesitant to drop it altogether. The reverse 
process is harder to explain, since kålaß cety eke cannot but be acceptable to all, both 
those who do and who do not accept time as a substance. 
 It is worthwhile in the present context to discuss a few cases where deviations 
between the Ívetåmbara and Digambara SËtra text are due to mistakes regarding what 
are sËtras and what commentary, i.e., in the final analysis, due to editing mistakes. An 
example is TS 1.21-23 which read in the Bhå∑ya: (1.21) dvividho ‘vadhi˙ “avadhi 
[knowledge] is of two kinds”, (1.22) tatra bhavapratyayo nårakadevånåm “Among 
these, [avadhi knowledge] which is depending on the state of existence [occurs] among 
the inhabitants of hell and the gods”, (1.23) yathoktanimitta˙ ∑a∂vikalpa˙ ße∑åˆåm 
“[The other kind of avadhi knowledge] which is caused by the factors described 
[occurs] among the remaining [beings]”. 
SËtra 1.23 refers back to something which should be, but is not in sËtra 1.21. The 
situation improves when we view the phrase which makes up the Bhå∑ya on 1.21 as 
really part of sËtra 1.21. The sËtra then becomes: (1.21) dvividho ‘vadhi˙ 
bhavapratyaya˙ k∑ayopaßamanimittaß ca “avadhi [knowledge] is of two kinds, 
depending on the state of existence, and caused by the destruction or calming [of 
karman]”. The Sarvårthasiddhi confirms that this is indeed the original sËtra. It reads (p. 
86): atrocyate — dvividho ‘vadhir bhavapratyaya˙ k∑ayopaßamanimittaß ca. 
The words atrocyate and the like are regularly used to introduce a sËtra in the 
Sarvårthasiddhi, so that there can be no doubt that here too a sËtra is introduced. The 
fact that the editor of the Sarvårthasiddhi [176] looked upon it as part of the 
introduction to the following sËtra, and therefore as a sËtra in itself, cannot change this. 
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 We see, incidentally, that the argument according to which sËtra 1.23 refers back 
to the Bhå∑ya on sËtra 1.21, thus showing that SËtra and Bhå∑ya were made by the same 
person, is invalid. 
 An obvious editing mistake is the absence in Jacobi’s (1906: 540) edition of the 
word pËrvavida˙ after ßukle cådye (TS 9.40). This one word is treated as a separate 
sËtra in the Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya (II, p. 275), and is joined with the preceding 
ßukle cådye to form one sËtra in the Sarvårthasiddhi (p. 347). Both commentaries 
comment upon this word. 
 Bhatt and Tripathi (1974: 65-71) argue that originally a sËtra on kevalajñåna 
existed between TS 1.26 and 1.27 (in the Bhå∑ya edition; between 1.25 and 1.26 in the 
edition of the Sarvårthasiddhi). They derive their evidence, and even the form which 
this sËtra must have had (svarËpotthaµ kevalam), from Am®tacandra’s Tattvårthasåra. 
Am®tacandra must have lived “ca. 10th century A.D.” according to one of these two 
authors (Bhatt, 1977: 803). The question how this one sËtra could survive from “ca. 2nd 
century A.D.” (so Bhatt, 1977: 802) to the 10th century, even though neglected by all 
commentators on the Tattvårtha SËtra, is not addressed. We can therefore safely ignore 
Bhatt and Tripathi’s proposal. 
 
5.2. We come to our final question. What was the original affiliation and date of the 
Tattvårtha SËtra? 
 Williams (1963: 2) gives the following arguments in support of this view that the 
Tattvårtha SËtra is a Digambara work: 
 
“Consider first the seventh adhyåya of the Tattvårtha-sËtra, the only section 
devoted — and that only in part — to the lay life. Here the Ívetåmbara and 
Digambara recensions do not differ except in the numbering, as sËtras 4 to 8, 
which are missing from the Ívetåmbara version, have in fact been transferred to 
the bhå∑ya. Yet the text as accepted by the Ívetåmbaras shows some curious 
features. First, in sËtra 18 [= 13 in the Bhå∑ya, J.B.] it is specified that the 
layman, before he can take the vratas, must be devoid of the three ßalyas; 
elsewhere this condition is only laid down in the Digambara ßråvakåcåras, 
indeed the term does not seem to find a mention in Ívetåmbara texts. Secondly, 
the sequence of the vratas in sËtra 21 [16] does not follow the model of the 
Upåsaka-daßå˙ which is rigidly observed in the Ívetåmbara tradition and, by 
making the deßåvakåßika-vrata follow the dig-vrata, violates the principle by 
which practices of brief duration repeated at intervals are confined to the 
category of the ßik∑å-vratas. Thirdly, in sËtra 24 [= 19] the term ß¥la is used in a 
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sense, normal in [177] Digambara works but not elsewhere admitted by the later 
Ívetåmbaras, to designate the guˆa-vratas and ßik∑å-vratas. Fourthly, for the 
satya-, bhogopabhoga-, anartha-daˆ∂a-, po∑adhopavåsa-, and sallekhanå-vratas 
the aticåras listed diverge markedly from the schema of the Ívetåmbara texts, 
which, apart from the Dharma-bindu, adhere unvaryingly to the Upåsaka-daßå˙ 
pattern until the time of Hemacandra. Fifthly, the information supplementary to 
the vratas is limited to a couple of sËtras (38 and 39 [= 33 and 34]) emphasizing 
the importance of dåna, no mention at all being made of the åvaßyakas, which 
are given extensive treatment in all the Ívetåmbara ßråvakåcåras. As the vratas 
and their aticåras represent the nucleus of the whole lay doctrine any variation in 
the presentation must be of considerable significance; and for these reasons the 
TattvårthasËtra cannot, from the point of view of the ßråvakåcåra, be regarded as 
a Ívetåmbara work.” 
 
I must admit my incompetence to express an opinion on the correctness or otherwise of 
these observations. Certain is that Schubring (1964: 202-03 [485-86]) reviewed them 
sympathetically. Moreover, the assumption that the Tattvårtha SËtra originally belonged 
to a Digambara milieu makes it understandable that the Digambara Devanandin still had 
access to an independent version of that work, even though the Ívetåmbara Bhå∑ya had 
been written perhaps as much as a century earlier. Also the mention of ‘nakedness’ 
(någnya) in TS 9.9. amongst the sufferings to be borne agrees well with a Digambara 
origin. 
 One fact militates against a Digambara origin of the Tattvårtha SËtra. This is TS 
9.11 (ekådaßa jine) which says that a Jina must bear eleven sufferings (par¥-/pari∑ahå). 
Amongst these sufferings must be counted hunger (k∑udh) and thirst (pipåså). This is 
hard to reconcile with the Digambara belief that a Jina does not eat and drink.21 
Devanandin tries to solve the problem by proposing that pari∑ahopacåra ‘suffering in a 
metaphorical sense’ is intended here. He also offers an alternative; perhaps na santi 
must be understood with this sËtra, so that it comes to mean: “There are not eleven 
sufferings in the case of a Jina.” But neither of these solutions is acceptable. 
 If we sum up the above, we can say that the Tattvårtha SËtra was in all probability 
composed by a Jaina belonging to a sect which had more contacts with Digambaras 
than with Ívetåmbaras. This sect shared with the Digambaras much concerning the lay 
                                                
21 Cf. Sarvårthasiddhi on 6.13 (p. 249): kavalåbhyavahåraj¥vina˙ kevalina ityevamådi vacanaµ 
kevalinåm avarˆavåda˙; and on 8.1 (p. 284): keval¥ kavalåhår¥ … [i]tyevamådi˙ viparyaya˙. 
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life, as well as nakedness of its monks, and probably the same region.22 However, this 
[178] sect did not share the belief of the Digambaras that a Jina does not eat and drink. 
 A sect of this kind existed. The Yåpan¥yas shared many characteristics with the 
Digambaras, among them nakedness and the same region, but disagreed primarily on 
the question of str¥-mukti (‘liberation of women’) and kevali-bhukti (‘taking food of 
kevalins) (Upadhye, 1933). Inscriptions which refer to them date back to the fifth 
century A.D. Devasena’s Darßanasåra (10th cent. A.D.) gives the year 205 after the 
death23 of King Vikrama as the date of origin of the Yåpan¥ya sect, which may 
therefore go back to the 2nd century A.D. (Upadhye, 1933: 225). Perhaps this sect came 
into existence soon after the two major ones, of the Ívetåmbaras and of the Digambaras 
(Prem¥, 1939: 41). It is possible that the Yåpan¥yas preserved an early, perhaps ‘proto-
Jaina’ attitude (Williams, 1966: 5), which would support their early existence. 
 If we are right in connecting the Tattvårtha SËtra with the Yåpan¥ya sect, there are 
two consequences. First, the Yåpan¥ya sect existed before the composition of the 
Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya, and therefore in all likelihood prior to the fourth century 
A.D. Second, the Tattvårtha SËtra was composed after the origin of the Yåpan¥ya sect, 
i.e., after 150 A.D. at the earliest. 
 Some caution must however be maintained. The Tattvårtha SËtra is not polemical 
in any way. Had it been so, it would not have been accepted by both the Ívetåmbaras 
and Digambaras. This absence of sectarianism goes to the extent that no word is said 
about the ‘liberation of women’ which was a topic of great interest among the 
Yåpan¥yas.24 We can only guess how this is to be explained. Possibly the text 
underwent some form of censure before it reached its earliest commentators. Perhaps 
also the text was composed in a time when there was no disagreement as yet on this 
topic, or even in the time before a split had occurred between the Yåpan¥yas and the 
Digambaras. 
 
 
VI.  Some consequences 
 
6.1. The immediate results of this study can be briefly restated as follows. The 
Tattvårtha SËtra seems to be a Yåpan¥ya work in origin which nonetheless proved 
acceptable to the Ívetåmbaras and Digambaras as well. Composed in all probability 
                                                
22 Probably the northern region of Karnå†aka (Desai, 1957: 164). 
23 See Jain, 1964: 67. 
24 It is rejected in the Sarvårthasiddhi on 8.1 (p. 284): … str¥ sidhyat¥tyevamådi˙ viparyaya˙; and on 
10.9 (p. 362-63): li∫gena kena siddhi˙ / … dravyata˙ pulli∫genaiva /. 
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some time between 150 and 350 A.D., it came to be commented upon by commentators 
belonging to both these sects. The earliest surviving commentary seems to have [179] 
been made in the 4th century A.D. by a Ívetåmbara who incorporated the sËtras into his 
work, the Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya, introducing at times minor changes and 
adjustments into the SËtra text. This way of creating a unified work out of older sËtras 
and the own commentary is not unknown in ancient India; it finds a close parallel in the 
combined Yoga SËtra and Yoga Bhå∑ya. The Digambara Sarvårthasiddhi of 
Devanandin appears to date from the 5th century A.D., and is based on a SËtra text 
which was not taken from the Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya and may retain earlier 
readings at some places. The idea that the Tattvårtha SËtra and the Tattvårthådhigama 
Bhå∑ya had one single author is for the first time met with in Siddhasena Gaˆi’s È¥kå, 
which belongs to the period 800-850 A.D. 
 
6.2. Besides these immediate results there are some other consequences which deserve 
our attention. 
 To begin with, recall that Siddhasena Gaˆi wrote before Í¥lå∫ka, and therefore 
before the middle of the 9th century. The Kåßikå, on the other hand, must have preceded 
Siddhasena Gaˆi by ‘a fair amount of time’, ‘at least one or two centuries’. This means 
that we cannot date the Kåßikå later than about 750 A.D. In view of the fact that I-
ching’s testimony does not — contrary to the general opinion — seem to concern the 
Kåßikå (Brough, 1973: 255 f.; Bronkhorst, 1990: § 3.1), and that there is “obviously 
some conjecture involved” in the other arguments used to determine the date of the 
Kåßikå (see Cardona, 1976: 280-81), this result is welcome. 
 Then there is the change which the Påˆinian Dhåtupå†ha underwent in its meaning 
entries after the Tattvårthådhigama Bhå∑ya and before Candra. The tradition associates 
the Dhåtupå†ha in its present form with Bh¥masena. If we accept this, and take it that 
Bh¥masena made the changes under consideration, he must be assigned to this period, 
i.e., roughly to a time between 350 and 450 A.D. 
 My final observation concerns the canonical tradition of the Jainas. TS 9.40 
(Bhå∑ya) / 9.37 (Sarvårthasiddhi) tells us that the first two stages of ‘pure meditation’ 
(ßukla dhyåna) are accessible to one who knows the PËrvas (§ 5.1 above). The fourteen 
PËrvas together constituted one of the twelve A∫gas of the Jaina canon. They have been 
lost for a very long time. Indeed, I shall argue that their mention in the present context 
indicates that they were lost already when the Tattvårtha SËtra was composed. 
 For suppose that the PËrvas still existed at the time that the idea became current 
that their knowledge was an essential precondition for the attainment of the early stages 
of ‘pure meditation’, and therefore for reaching the goal of the religious life. In that case 
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the PËrvas would [180] have been studied intensely, perhaps more intensely than the 
other A∫gas, and as a result the PËrvas would have stood good chances of surviving, at 
least as good as, or even better than, the other A∫gas. As it is, only the PËrvas have 
been lost. We must conclude that the condition that one must know the PËrvas in order 
to attain to the early stages of pure meditation, was made at a time when no one knew 
the PËrvas any longer.25 The idea behind this condition must have been the belief 
(which came to stay among the Jainas) that liberation is in the present age no longer 
possible in this world. 
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[Added in proofs:] Two recent works did not become accessible to me until after this 
article had been sent off for publication: Mok∑a in Jainism according to Umåsvåti, by 
Robert J. Zydenbos (Franz Steiner, Wiesbaden, 1983); and A Study of TattvårthasËtra 
with Bhå∑ya, by Suzuko Ohira (L. D. Institute of Indology, Ahmedabad, 1982). The 
opinions expressed in this article remain however unaffected. 
